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Daily Summary 

 
SOURCE: WORLDOMETER 

The rate of new infections in the US has clearly started to trend down in the last week, 

despite the relaxation of social distancing rules.  The US has now probably seen the 

peak of the virus, nevertheless the volume of COVID19 related deaths now exceeds 

100,000.  Within New York, the Bronx borough has the highest rates of cases, 

hospitalisations and deaths in the city while the most affluent borough of Manhattan 

has the lowest rates.  Not surprisingly the Bronx also has amongst the highest rates of 

asthma, diabetes and high blood pressure all of which generally lead to severe 

complications from Coronavirus. These factors combined high unemployment, lack of 

access to medicines and hospitals have been a recipe for disaster. 

Elsewhere in Europe and despite weeks of restrictions the rate of new infections in 

countries including the UK, Spain and Germany remains stubbornly high.  The UK 

continues to record daily new infections rates >4,000 per day and has now recorded 

more deaths (37,000) related to COVID19 than any other country in Europe. 

Closer to home and the debate about the re-opening of state borders rages on with 

Queensland in particular determined to remain isolated.  Australian now has less than 

500 active cases with active tracing in place for all know cases. Schools, restaurants, 

pubs and businesses have all reopened or are about to re-open, hence it does seem 

like overkill to keep the borders closed.  

Overnight Queensland recorded its 7th COVID19 related death in the regional town of 

Blackwater. Queensland has recorded only 7 COVID19 related deaths in total and has 

just 7 active cases in the entire state, all of which are in isolation.  In these 

circumstances the efforts of the likes of Hanson (QLD) and Palmer (WA) to force these 

State Governments via High Court challenges to lift border restrictions are probably 

not without merit. 

 

New Cases of COVID19 26-May-20 25-May-20 24-May-20 23-May-20 22-May-20

Global 75,831                 75,937                 88,295                 99,938                 99,938                 

# countries >500 new 9                           7                           9                           9                           9                           

Most new infections USA USA USA USA USA

# 17,742                 17,553                 17,192                 21,929                 24,002                 

Countries recording fewer new cases than the previous day 13                         10                         20                         16                         11                         

Active Cases (total infections less deaths and clearances)

      Global 2,889,258           2,869,046           2,848,876           2,820,500           2,809,457           

      Countries with fewer active cases than the previous day 14                         11                         7                           10                         14                         

 Top 5 Countries with active case load

USA 1,146,157           1,143,084           1,133,326           1,125,353           1,121,131           

Russia 227,406              230,996              227,641              225,954              224,558              

      Brazil 200,325              197,047              194,872              191,203              182,798              

France 88,313                 89,311                 89,600                 89,500                 89,590                 

      Italy 52,942                 55,300                 56,594                 57,555                 57,752                 

Fewest Active Cases 

     Norway  421                       398                       387                       385                       384                       

     South Korea 681                       713                       711                       708                       705                       

Australia 

     New Infections 15 4 3 16 14

     Active cases 478                       485                       504                       506                       515                       
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 Recommendation structure 

 Buy: Expect >15% total return on a 

12 month view. For stocks regarded 

as ‘Speculative’ a return of >30% is 

expected.  

 Hold: Expect total return between -5% 

and 15% on a 12 month view  

 Sell: Expect <-5% total return on a 

12 month view 

 Speculative Investments are either start-up 

enterprises with nil or only prospective 

operations or recently commenced 

operations with only forecast cash flows, or 

companies that have commenced 

operations or have been in operation for 

some time but have only forecast cash 

flows and/or a stressed balance sheet. 

Such investments may carry an 

exceptionally high level of capital risk and 

volatility of returns.  
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The following may affect your legal rights. Important Disclaimer: 

This document is a private communication to clients and is not intended for public circulation or for the use of any third party, without the prior approval of Bell Potter Securities 

Limited. In the USA and the UK this research is only for institutional investors. It is not for release, publication or distribution in whole or in part to any persons in the two specified 

countries. In Hong Kong, this research is being distributed by Bell Potter Securities (HK) Limited which is licensed and regulated by the Securities and Futures Commission, 

Hong Kong. In the United States, this research is issued and distributed by Bell Potter Securities (US) LLC which is a registered broker-dealer and member of FINRA. Any 

person receiving this report from Bell Potter Securities (US) LLC and wishing to transact in any security described herein should do so with Bell Potter Securities (US) LLC. 

This is general investment advice only and does not constitute personal advice to any person. Because this document has been prepared without consideration of any specific 

client’s financial situation, particular needs and investment objectives (‘relevant personal circumstances’), a Bell Potter Securities Limited investment adviser (or the financial 

services licensee, or the representative of such licensee, who has provided you with this report by arrangement with Bell Potter Securities Limited) should be made aware of 

your relevant personal circumstances and consulted before any investment decision is made on the basis of this document.  

While this document is based on information from sources which are considered reliable, Bell Potter Securities Limited has not verified independently the information contained 

in the document and Bell Potter Securities Limited and its directors, employees and consultants do not represent, warrant or guarantee, expressly or impliedly, that the 

information contained in this document is complete or accurate. Nor does Bell Potter Securities Limited accept any responsibility for updating any advice, views opinions, or 

recommendations contained in this document or for correcting any error or omission which may become apparent after the document has been issued. 

Except insofar as liability under any statute cannot be excluded. Bell Potter Securities Limited and its directors, employees and consultants do not accept any liability (whether 

arising in contract, in tort or negligence or otherwise) for any error or omission in this document or for any resulting loss or damage (whether direct, indirect, consequential or 

otherwise) suffered by the recipient of this document or any other person.  

Research Policies: 

For Bell Potter’s Research Coverage Decision Making Process and Research Independence Policy, please refer to our company website:  

https://www.bellpotter.com.au/topnavigation/private-clients/stockbroking/research 

Disclosure of interest: 

Bell Potter Securities Limited, its employees, consultants and its associates within the meaning of Chapter 7 of the Corporations Law may receive commissions, underwriting 

and management fees from transactions involving securities referred to in this document (which its representatives may directly share) and may from time to time hold interests 

in the securities referred to in this document.  

 

ANALYST CERTIFICATION 

Each research analyst primarily responsible for the content of this research report, in whole or in part, certifies that with respect to each security or issuer that the analyst 

covered in this report: (1) all of the views expressed accurately reflect his or her personal views about those securities or issuers and were prepared in an independent manner 

and (2) no part of his or her compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific recommendations or views expressed by that research analyst in the 

research report. 
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